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Greetings from the Prez
As we enter November
temperature starts
keep in mind to make
outside antennas are
robust enough to make it
winter. One of the most
things that could happen
rain.

and the
dropping,
sure your
stable and
through the
destructive
is freezing

It can put a tremendous
load on your
antenna. Take the time to inspect your antennas before we start using dirty four letter words like
snow.
On October 23rd I engaged the executive committee to purchase the Zoom Program for TMRA. Rob,
KV8P has been graciously carrying us on his private program however we find it necessary to have
the Zoom program because it allows us to meet on line for not only the General and Executive
committees but all of the other committees such as the Tech and Hamfest committees. We still plan
on holding the General meeting on the repeater and simulcast on Zoom. Join the General meeting
either way, by radio or internet. Information about the meeting will be sent out using our e-mail
reflector.
If you have not done so already, sign up to our mass e-mail program known as
TMRA@mailman.qth.net You can subscribe to the e-mail list by going to the main page of
TMRAHAMRADIO.ORG and selecting E-Mail List / Reflector. This e-mail performs a mass e-mail to
those who have signed up to this e-mail. We send out good information on this e-mail and it is a good
way to stay informed about upcoming events and TMRA activities.
TMRA has revived an old net. The Sunday evening net has changed its old format and is now being
called the Social Sunday net. In a time when radio tubes glowed the Sunday night net held check-ins
and hams shared their topics like “How ya do’in?” “I handled a problem with success!” “How
long should my antenna wire be?” They talked about their work, their pleasure, and their trials
and tribulations with radio. Old timers and new timers are welcome to check-in with just an “in and
out” or a “How am I sounding with my new antenna?”. The Social Net starts at 8 pm and is a
great place to share your Ham radio exploits or begin your quest to participate in the organization.
73,
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Steve, W8TER

The NEW 2020 TMRA Class Flyer

Ham Radio Class Now Forming
As a Licensed Ham Radio Operator, You Get To

•
•
•
•

Serve Your Community
Talk to Other Hams On The Radio
Meet New Friends
Have Your Own Individual Call Sign

The Toledo Mobile Radio Assn. will be holding a 8 week course where you will learn everything you
need to earn your entry level (Technician) FCC Amateur Radio license and begin to talk on the radio
with other hams in the area. Morse code is no longer required for any Amateur license.
Textbooks are required - ARRL Ham Radio License Manual 4th Ed.
Available locally from Steve – KC8TVW while supplies last. Also available from Amazon.com or
ARRL.org. Cost locally, $30.
Format of the class will be approximately 45 minutes of video to watch prior to our Tuesday night
sessions. Starting October 13 at 7:00 p.m. we will meet via Zoom to discuss the assigned video(s)
and answer any student’s questions.
Pre-registration is required.
The test will be given at a site to be determined on Dec. 12. Cost of test is $15.
TMRA does not charge for the class.
Class Dates: October 13 – Dec 1, 2020 (7:00-9:00 p.m.)
For more information please contact:
Steve Stalker KC8TVW
419-467-3734
kc8tvw@arrl.net
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Toledo Mobile Radio Assn.
tmrahamradio.org

ARES News
From Tim, KD8IZU
boxcar@toast.net.

Lucas County Amateur Radio Emergency
Service
ARES in Brief for November 1,2020
Announcement
November 6, 2020 Lucas County Siren Test - The text alert will go out at 10:45, the net will start at 11:45 and
the sirens will sound at noon. The net will be held on the 147.270 repeater.
Training:
Here is a outline for this week’s training
Tactical Calls
A) Reason for use of tactical call
1) Location
2) Job
3) Event
B) When to use tactical call signs.
C) How to end transmissions with the correct call signs.
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More OSPOTA pics from Darin KD8WBZ

Drone pic of the OSPOTA site
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Drone pic above the 40 meter antenna.
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Build an APRS Digipeater with Direwolf
Bruce AA8HS, Editor
For the APRS network to function as it is intended, the transmissions from beacons, weather stations,
buoys, moving stations, and others must be replayed or digipeated. This is particularly important for
messages and emergency transmissions. Digipeaters, both fill-in, low profile types, and wide area
digipeaters, take weaker APRS signals and retransmit them on the same 144.39 Mhz frequency
about 200 to 300 milliseconds after the conclusion of the received signal or when the channel is clear.
Direwolf
Direwolf was written by John Langner WB2OSZ, a software engineer. The program is called a “sound
modem” or software soundcard but it is much more.

Direwolf can take APRS packets from your radio and decode them, upload them to the APRS servers
on the Internet (an I-gate), serve as an APRS beacon, a digipeater, and more. For this project, I
wanted to use it as a digipeater although the beacon and I-gate features also work just fine. You can
leave it running during the day while at work or any other time when not using the radio. If you already
own a radio and a Signal Link for it, it should cost nothing. This is a lot cheaper than buying a
Kenwood TM-D710GA which has digipeater functions. I also build a VOX circuit from junk box parts
and it works fine with a $5 USB sound card for interfacing to a computer or RazPi.
Direwolf is available for Windows, Mac, or Linux Debian (including the Buster version for RazPi), and
Debian “forks” like Ubuntu and Linux Mint. It also works with Fedora. The User Guide covers all three
operating systems. In Windows, the first thing to do is to open up Control Panel> Sound. Connect the
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Signal Link or the cheap sound card and it will appear as “USB codec” for Signal Link or something
like “Pnp Sound Device” for the cheap sound card in Playback and Recording. Double click to rename
it to Signal Link or whatever. Now right click and disable every other device in Playback and
Recording.
Download Direwolf for Windows from :
https://github.com/wb2osz/direwolf/releases
This site may help:
http://www.hardychronicles.com/html/direwolf/direwolf.html
Create a new folder and unzip Direwolf into it. The first thing to do is to edit the direwolf.conf file. No
changes to the audio section are needed because there is only one enabled device. Uncomment
lines by removing the “#” before them so that the program will read them. First insert your ham call
instead of WB2OSZ. A suffix of -1 after your call is fine for a fixed station digipeater. In the Beaconing
Properties, make certain that you remove the CHELMSFORD, MA line and use your city. The location
must be changed to yours using the DMS (degrees, minutes, seconds) format that I mentioned last
month. In Digipeater Properties, uncomment the DIGIPEAT line. The settings here are general and
can be modified according to instructions in the User’s Guide online. For Internet Gateway, just
uncomment the line for IGSERVER. Make certain you are connected to the Internet and that’s it.
Using Direwolf
Tune your radio to 144.39 Mhz with the Signal Link connected. The Signal Link delay should be the
lowest setting. For any radio, open the squelch completely (from the manual), turn off battery saving,
and dual watch. Double click on direwolf.exe and you should see packets from APRS stations like
this:

The audio level should be about 50 in the line like “38 (11/6)” above. If not around 50, you need to
adjust the recording sound levels in Windows or in the Signal Link. The speaker output can be
adjusted so that you hear the relay in the Signal Link click from time to time indicating that you are
transmitting. If you see “probably” in a line on the display above, it is because the was noise on the
signal and Direwolf is “guessing” the identity of the station. Any 2 meter handheld radio will confirm
that you are beaconing and digipeating just from the typical squawking sound that you hear. Some fill
in digipeaters only use five watts at only ten feet above ground and others use a bit more height and
power. It is up to you.
Direwolf on RazPi
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Installing Direwolf in Linux takes a few steps and there are several videos and sites that show you
show how to do it through the Linux terminal window. Before watching these videos, I need to point
out that creating a digipeater by connecting a Baofeng to a RazPi through a cable is a very bad idea
since it results in unreadable packets and dead air time; a Signal Link or other method of controlling
the PTT (push to talk control) works better. Using the built in VOX in any radio is a very bad idea
since the time after digipeating should not be prolonged and using built in VOX may produce a couple
of seconds of dead air time. When building your own VOX, you can obtain audio from a cheap USB
sound card or The Fe-Pi “hat” for the Pi which is another way to get audio.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ya0C308TQA&t=1451s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o34l9mSxWys&t=26s
https://groups.io/g/direwolf/wiki
The first thing to do is to identify the sound card ID using the command
arecord -l
which will output something like this:

For a Signal Link, you will see [USB codec].
Since you need to edit the direwolf.conf file using nano (or another Linux editor), the line under First
Audio Device Properties should look like this:
to correspond with the sound card number (1). There should not be a dash after ADEVICE or you will
see no packets! Plugging the Signal Link or cheap sound card into a different USB port on the RazPi
will result in a different card ID. The second number after the comma should always be zero. If you
get this wrong, Direwolf will crash after giving a sound card error. Everything else in the direwolf.conf
file should be the same as in the Windows direwolf.conf file .

In Linux, the command
sudo alsamixer
allows you to choose your sound card and adjust volumes. To keep your volume changes, use
sudo alsactl store
In Windows, you can adjust PTT sensitivity for a VOX circuit in Control Panel > Sound> Playback.
Rainbow Kits sells a $7 VOX kit. Its output is positive so that you would need to provide a simple
inverter stage with a transistor and a resistor or two to control PTT or use a relay circuit. Their web
site has problems with orders , but you can call them at (765) 230-2301.
Good Luck.
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Ham Radio Humor
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Greetings, welcome to "Dale's Tales" for November, 2020.
Dale's Tales for November
Greetings, welcome to "Dale's Tales" for November, 2020.
MY THANKS to everyone who responded to the plea a few weeks ago to protest the re-imposition of fees for
Amateur Radio Licenses. The plea continues, as the NPRM Comment Period is still open for a few more days.
While the $50 fee can be amortized over 10 years, how many youngsters can be expected to do that? How
many adults do that?
ARRL's Legal Counsel has advised us that the FCC does have some options as they relate to the Congressional
Mandate to recover costs through the imposition of fees.
The opportunity exists for you to let the FCC know your opinion on the matter. For step-by-step instructions on
the filing process, see: http://www.arrl.org/FCC-Fees-Proposal From there, select: "ARRL's Guide to Filing
Comments with the FCC (PDF version or web version)" for the detailed instructions.
We know that ham radio is quite different from the commercial aspects of many radio services. Amateur Radio
has no profit motivations, and quite to the contrary, we can derive no income from our ham activities.
Certainly, that is one argument against an arbitrarily excessive fee for our licensing. How many more can you
add to that? Please consider filing a response to the FCC's NPRM.
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THANKSGIVING will be different for many families his year. With notable upswings in COVID-19 infections
on the increase, it's going to be tough sharing a turkey via Zoom but we urge erring on the side of caution as our
families gather later this month. Please plan to be safe. All our best wishes go out as we celebrate this year.
HALLOWEEN was last evening, and many ham radio groups assisted their local communities with patrol
efforts to help insure the safety of the youngsters out for Trick or Treat. Our thanks go to all who participated.
It was truly different this year; many areas did not allow Trick or Treat, while others permitted it with
homeowners participating at their own comfort level. We had reports of several innovative non-contact ideas to
deliver the treats, ranging from bags of treats hung out by clothes pins to chutes from second floor windows to
drop candy directly into the Halloweeners' bags. What fun. Still, many hams safely volunteered their services,
keeping watch for the safe passage for children.
TOM'S TOME: Comments from your ARRL Vice Director Tom W8WTD.
To say “what a year it’s been” is hardly a new thought, right?
Still, trying to see where we’ve been and where we might be going with ham radio might be worthwhile. A lot
of things happened that we don’t like, and some may have possibilities for the future.
Dale and I were just talking the other day about how in order to complete some simple bench projects, we
actually had to go on the internet and buy new parts, instead of waiting for the next hamfest and finding what
we need in the “anything in the box for a buck” from a local ham. We miss that. Hope it comes back soon.
Even though most clubs are still meeting, the informal chats outside the main meeting aren’t happening, since
everything is on Zoom. On the plus side, I’ve been to several club meetings lately where the program portion
was outstanding. Teleconferencing can bring experts from far away to a local meeting, without the expense or
trouble of traveling. We’re all getting much more comfortable with video. Even after club meetings in person
resume, look for this aspect to continue.
A good presenter has always been a draw for meetings, and the ability to reach out farther will help everyone.
Club officers should be thinking about who can be tapped for programs. Many presenters are quite willing to
share, particularly since they can do it from the comfort of their own homes.
Fall and winter bring contests and final antenna tweaking before the snow flies. The great outdoors seems a
safer place to avoid the virus, and antenna work usually involves some distance between workers. So we can
probably get some of those projects done in the next few weeks.
Some of the bigger contests happen over the next few months. Maybe you’re not a big contester, but you could
give it a try. We need to keep using all our bands. Being on the radio for any purpose is a good thing right
now. The latest solar update indicates some good news that propagation may be on the increase.
On a technical note, some hams are IT professionals, and some are scared of computers. It’s clear that
interconnectivity makes things easier.
Did you see that ARRL has issued some new temporary guidelines for multi-operator stations for the ARRL
DX Contest coming up in February and March? Maybe the IT professionals can help the rest of us figure out
how to set up network logging software and use a communications platform to stay in touch, so that more
people and clubs will participate in contests like that one.
That’s about it for now. Remember, talk on the radio! And stay safe as the holidays approach.
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--73, Tom W8WTD Vice Director, Great Lakes Division
HAMFESTING: This is a continuing struggle for most hamfest sponsors, both in terms of meeting community
safety requirements and those imposed by the host venue. If your swap is cancelled or the date is going to
change, please notify ARRL HQ. We work together with the HQ staff to verify all new date selections in the
hope of mitigating date conflicts.
Here is the current listing of Great Lakes Division ARRL Sanctioned hamfests remaining through the end of
2020. Please note that all are subject to change, so please stay current by checking the sponsoring club's web
page before making your travel arrangements.
Still on the ARRL Sanctioned Hamfest calendar:
11/1/20 Massillon,

Massillon, OH

11/8/20 Livonia Amateur Radio Repeater Group,

Livonia, MI

For the latest detail on cancelled hamfests, check the ARRL web page
at: http://www.arrl.org/hamfests/search/page:5/keywords:Canceled/model:Event
If you plan to request ARRL Hamfest Sanctioning, please do so well in advance of your Hamfest date, as this
allows adequate time for QST Listings. QST announcements require a 3 month lead time.
Be sure to invite your ARRL Officials as soon as your date is set.
Things do require some advanced planning, especially under the current travel restrictions.
It should be noted that there has been a change in the way ARRL contributes to your ARRL sanctioned hamfest
efforts. Please carefully read the e-mail from ARRL Headquarters confirming your sanctioning as IT
CONTAINS IMPORTANT DETAILS REGARDING PRIZES.
73, Stay safe.
Ham it up!
Dale Williams WA8EFK Director - Great Lakes Division
-------------------------------------------------------------------ARRL Great Lakes Division
Director: Dale R Williams, WA8EFK
wa8efk@arrl.org
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

Did You Know?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Lucas County ARES Informational Net is every Sunday at 7:30 pm on 147.270.
The social net is every Sunday at 8:00 pm on 147.270.
The FLDigi Net meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM at 147.27 MHz
Six Meter Nets meet every Wednesday and Thursday at 9:00 PM (EST). The Thursday night Net is on
50.255 USB. For more information contact Dan, KE8UE, at dlcunn@sbcglobal.net. The Monday night 6
meter Net is at 9 PM on the TMRA 6 meter repeater.
The Lucas County Siren Net is the first Friday of each month from 10:30 to 11:30 AM on 147.270 +
W/103.5 PL and 442.850 + W/103.5 PL.
The Lucas County Hospital Net is the first Saturday of the even numbered months at 10:00 AM.
The NORC Net is the first Saturday of each month. This net typically meets at 11:00 AM on
or around +/- 7.200 MHz LSB.
.
Ron, N8RLH, has ham gear from the estates of silent keys. Contact: 419-345-6382 or rlhornbeck@att.net.
The TMRA apparel store is now open. Contact Gold Medal Ideas at http://www.goldmedalideas.com/tmra.
The calendar at the TMRA website, www.tmrahamradio.org, lists numerous ham radio activities each
month.
Contact Brad, WB8RG, TMRA Information Officer at tmrainformation@gmail.com to receive weekly
emails about club news and activities.
TMRA has a Facebook page and an Instagram page, which can be accessed from an icon on the TMRA
website or at https://www.instagram.com/tmrahamradio/.
Don't forget to select TMRA as your Organization of choice for Kroger Cares and Amazon Smile. This
results in a donation to the club as a portion of your purchase. Instead of typing in the URL
www.amazon.con, you must use smile.amazon.com.
There is a 900 Mhz net Saturday nights at 9 pm on the TMRA 900 Mhz repeater.
There is a simplex two meter net on 144.22 Mhz USB Friday nights at 8 pm.

Editor’s Note: Beginning with the February 2019 issue, The Beacon will no longer produce a print version for
mailing. The Beacon understands this change may inconvenience some club members and regrets that it is
necessary.
You may contact the Editor of The Beacon by emailing to: AA8HS@ arrl.net or writing to:
Bruce, AA8HS
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